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A STORM IS BREWING...Remy Boudreaux is back in his hometown, New Orleans. He's there with

three of his fellow Dallas SWAT officers for a week of training with the NOLA PD. On the eve of a

tropical storm, Remy and his buddies prowl the French Quarter. One tantalizing scent captures

Remy's senses, forcing him to follow until he is face to face with Triana BellamyÃ¢â‚¬â€•his

beautiful high school crush.After reconnecting, Remy and Triana are closeÃ¢â‚¬â€•very. Remy

struggles to keep things casual. Ever since his partnerÃ¢â‚¬â€•and first loveÃ¢â‚¬â€•was killed on

the job, he's kept women at a distance. But when a mysterious wolf pendant ropes them both into

danger, Remy's protective instincts kick in. He may have to reveal his true self...and hope Triana

accepts him.SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) Series Hungry Like the Wolf (Book 1)Wolf Trouble

(Book 2)In the Company of Wolves (Book 3)To Love a WolfÃ‚Â (Book 4)Wolf Unleashed (Book

5)Wolf Hunt (Book 6)More praise for Paige Tyler's SWAT series:"SWAT is hot, hot,

HOT!"Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kerrelyn Sparks, New York Times bestselling author"Wolf Trouble is about as good

as it gets."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Booklist"Scorching heat and sensual spark... A must read."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Publishers

Weekly
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New Orleans is Remy Boudreaux's hometown. He's returned with three of his fellow Dallas SWAT

officer's for a week of training with the NOLA PD. While Remy and his buddies prowl the French

Quarter on the eve of a tropical storm, a tantalizing scent captures Remy. He follows it until he

comes face to face with Triana Bellamy--his beautiful high school crush.They reconnect and get

very close, but Remy struggles to keep it casual. He keeps women at a distance after his

partner-and first love was killed on the job.A mysterious wolf pendant ropes them both into danger,

and kicks Remy's protective instincts in. If he has to reveal his true self, he hopes Triana accepts

who and what he is. Great story.

Great addition to series. Keeps you interested from start to end. Only problem I have with this book

is that the story ends at 61% and the other 40% is about a book coming out in the next X-OPS

book.I still give this book 5stars but it would be nice to know you are not getting 100% of a

story.Well written,hot alpha men,strong women,a few twist thrown in,steamy moments. Remy and

several other S.W.A.T. members travel to New Orleans to help the SWAT members their do some

training. While their Remy meets Triana whom he knew in high school. The road to"THE ONE" is

never easy but Remy experiences strange systems when he tries to deny that Triana is his mate.

If you've never believed in werewolves before, Paige Tyler will have you believing within a chapter

or two. When Remy smells something strong and different. When he finally catches up to the person

who is emitting the smell he realizes that she's his best friend from high school. Over the next few

days they have a whirlwind romance, but it fizzles when Remy tells Triana that he has already loved

someone and doesn't want to love again. But when Triana is kidnapped, Remy can't help but realize

that she is "The One" for him.

Remy is part of an all shifter SWAT team that comes to New Orleans for training exercises. He

meets up with Triana, who he knew in high school. The attraction is instant but Remy doesn't want it

to be long term. They both get caught up in danger as Triana tries to find who murdered her father.

The story is exciting and kept me reading. I liked the characters and wanted them to find their happy



ending. I just wanted a few more details in a short time gap that had everything worked out a little

too fast for me in the end.

I enjoy all things NOLA and setting this story in that city just added to its readability. Remy sand

Triana were classmates throughout high school and secretly had a crush on each other. Meeting up

again years later and discovering they are "The One" for each other was great. The way Ms. Tyler

wove together the story lines from Remy's current case and the death of Triana's father was

masterful. Great read!

I loved it! i was really excited to read Remy's story and to find out how he went through his shift.

Remy's story is set in New Orleans and has only a few major players from the previous books. I

can't wait to find out about Max's story!

The great wolf SWAT series continues with another fun story! I love this entire series, and I love

New Orleans, so when I heard Wolf Hunt would take place in the Big Easy I was so excited! I'm

happy to say this one met all my expectations. Romance, heat, thrilling story, it had everything.

Each new book in the Dallas SWAT series is better than the last because we get to revisit the

awesome characters in this series. The heroines are strong and smart women who bring out the

protective and loving side of their hero alpha wolf. This book is set in New Orleans which adds

another layer to the plot.
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